1.0 Purpose of the Issue Writing Guidelines Document

The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines for writing a Technical Issue Memorandum (TIM) in the Resolve issue tracking repository. This document describes TIMs from two viewpoints: that of the NASA IV&V Project, and that of the NASA IV&V Program. The introductory sections of this document focus on discussing how metrics data from Resolve is used by the IV&V Program to demonstrate its effectiveness to the Agency. The introductory sections are included in an attempt to assure that IV&V Program-level metrics are widely known and understood by producers and consumers of this data. The desired result is that IV&V Project data will be more consistent and better understood; thus yielding more meaningful and credible IV&V Program data.

1.1 Scope

The guidelines contained herein apply only to issues documented as TIMs in Resolve for IV&V Office projects. However, personnel using Resolve for other projects may find these guidelines useful. Reference the Static Code Analysis TIM Writing Guidelines for specific information relating to writing static code analysis TIMs.

1.2 Importance of IV&V Issues
One of the primary outputs of the IV&V process is the documentation of issues found while performing analysis on Mission Project artifacts. These TIMs provide value at both the IV&V Project level and IV&V Program levels.

At the IV&V Project level, a TIM is one of the primary communication tools. The IV&V Team uses TIMs to document issues and share them with the Mission Project. The intent of the TIM is to describe what the issue is and how it affects the Mission Project. To successfully communicate the issue with the Mission Project, it is important to have clear, concise, and understandable data in the “Subject”, “Description”, “References”, “Impact”, and “Recommended Actions” fields in Resolve. These fields form the basis by which the Mission Project understands the type of issue that the IV&V Team has found and how the issue impacts the project.

At the IV&V Program level, TIMs are also used for communication, though the goal of the communication is different from the goal at the IV&V Project level. At the IV&V Program level, TIMs are generally aggregated into categories that demonstrate how the work being performed by the IV&V Program affects the Agency as a whole; however, they are also used individually to highlight the value being provided by the individual IV&V Teams. To substantiate this effect, it is important that the TIMs contain information regarding when the issue was found by the IV&V Team (e.g., requirements, design, or code phases), when the issue was introduced by the Mission Project team, the severity of the issue, and the state of the issue.

Overall, each of the above-mentioned fields provides some information to the IV&V Project or the IV&V Program and should be as clear, accurate, and concise as possible.

1.3 Understanding the Effect of IV&V at the Agency Level

In order to discuss the effect that the IV&V Program has on the Agency, it is important to be able to classify the issues contained within Resolve. When issues are aggregated into classes, some classes have little to no effect on the Agency, while others have a significant effect.

To perform this classification between issues, each issue is categorized based on its current state of disposition. These categories are named “Impact” and “Non-impact”, and include the following states:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact States</th>
<th>Non-impact States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not To Be Verified</td>
<td>Draft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Be Verified</td>
<td>Not An Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Dispute</td>
<td>Closed Before Submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Accepts Risk</td>
<td>Ready to Submit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Submitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 – Impact and Non-impact Disposition States

It is important to note the general approach to creating these two categories. The goal of the “Impact State” category is to capture issues that cause a change to the Mission Project (i.e., that impact the project in some meaningful way). In some cases, assumptions are made about whether or not an issue causes a change to a project. For example, considering the “Project Accepts Risk” as an impact state assumes that making the Mission Project aware of the issue allows Mission Project management to make a more informed decision about the type and level of risk they are choosing to accept. Other details about the issue may also affect whether or not the issue is considered to have had an impact.

Even though metrics represent a snapshot in time, it is very important to make sure that the current and final state of a TIM are correct, and that the issue is documented correctly overall. The interpretation of “documented” may change over the lifetime of the issue, but its correctness should not. This means that the level of detail in an issue may change from the time it is drafted until the time it is moved into a final disposition state, but the issue should remain as correct as possible, given whatever is known about that issue at that time. Changes in an issue generally occur whenever a state-change occurs. It is at these points that the level of documentation may change. A guiding principle is that the issue should always contain enough information to allow the IV&V Team to “defend” the issue and its characteristics (e.g., severity, impact to the project) at any point in the issue’s life cycle. Additionally, the information contained within the TIM should be sufficient for an external reviewer (i.e., someone not from the IV&V Team) to be able to understand the issue and its disposition from concept to final resolution. Figure 1 below shows the current TIM state machine as implemented in Resolve. The states are discussed in detail in Section 3.0 of this document.
There are no lines going into “Ready for Severity 1 & 2 Review” since the state is automatically entered by the tool once the issue is promoted from the “Ready for PM Review” state.
Finally, it is important that all projects use the approved state machine and only change the state machine upon approval from the appropriate level of management.

1.4 Capturing our potential findings in a common repository

IV&V captures potential findings in a common repository (i.e., Resolve). There are a number of reasons why we choose to do this, and several of those are listed below in this section. This information is included in this document because in order for us to take advantage of these benefits, the issues we write must be of high quality.

- **Data availability and searchability.** Storing the data in a common repository makes the data available and searchable for the entire IV&V Program without caveats or risk of being overlooked.
- **Cross-project knowledge sharing.** Other IV&V Projects may analyze similar content, due to heritage or other factors. Understanding project response and why issues were deemed invalid can increase mission, system, and software understanding and lead to improved future IV&V.
- **Intra-project knowledge sharing.** Understanding project response and why issues were deemed invalid can increase mission, system, and software understanding and lead to improved future IV&V.

**Capturing/ensuring quality checks**

- **Peer reviews** – Peer reviews help to ensure quality TIM’s and also provide an opportunity for knowledge sharing, increased domain knowledge, perspective. Utilizing the tool captures evidence of these reviews.
- **Severity 1 & 2 extra review** – TIMs are one of our most important products, and high severity TIMs are of particular importance. This extra review helps to ensure the quality of these TIMs. Utilizing the tool captures evidence of these reviews.
- **Using common fields for quality/clarity/understanding.** We have common, required fields for a number of reasons. These fields help us formulate a clear understanding of the issue and the issue’s potential impact on the system, and help us capture that understanding in clear, high quality format that can be used to facilitate communication with the Mission Project. This also ensures that the issue is captured with sufficient detail that an IV&V analyst other than the author can perform issue resolution and closure in the future.
- **Opportunity for continuous improvement.** Understanding why issues were withdrawn can help us improve our processes and identify issues with timely receipt of Mission Project artifacts.
- **Understanding our impact/value.** The collection of TIM’s across IV&V Projects serves as a significant representative of the value of the IV&V Program.
- **Capture Mission Project response as evidence.** When IV&V raises an issue and the Mission Project provides a response that convinces IV&V that the issue is not valid, that response serves as evidence of the existence of appropriate system/software capability, documentation, etc.

2.0 General Guidelines for writing a TIM
The guidelines for writing a TIM follow the two principles discussed previously: providing sufficient information for an external reviewer, and supporting the defense of the issue and its characteristics.

It is the guidance of the IV&V Office to not formally document Severity 5 TIMs in Resolve. Before writing any TIM, evaluate whether it would be Severity 5 or not (refer to IV&V Severity Definitions in Section 5.0 of this document). If the TIM would be Severity 5, pass the issue along informally (e.g., verbally or via email) to the Mission Project. Also consider communicating Severity 5 level concerns informally to the Mission Project’s Software Quality Assurance (SQA) representative, as they may indicate process breakdowns.

In the following guidelines, all references to Severity 5 TIMs are assumed to be TIMs that were believed to be a higher severity when they were written but have since been downgraded to Severity 5.

### 2.1 Required Fields for a TIM

The following fields are required:

**2.1.1 Subject**

The “Subject” field should contain a clear, concise title for the issue. Generally, the subject should be a single sentence or sentence fragment, and should be as unique as possible.

**2.1.2 Description**

The “Description” field exists primarily to communicate the substance of the issue to the Mission Project. The goal is to create a sufficiently detailed description so that the Mission Project can immediately begin assessing the issue. The description should be detailed enough so that the Mission Project need not reference additional information to understand the context of the issue. The description generally should not contain impacts or corrective actions. However, if it is necessary to include this information to make the description complete, ensure that the “Impact” and “Corrective Action” fields are consistent with the information in the description.

The description should describe why the result of the analysis is an issue. Do not use simplistic descriptions such as, “This is wrong — fix it,” as such a description does not tell the Mission Project why it is an issue.

Also, do not simply use characteristics to describe the issue, such as, “The requirement is ambiguous.” The description should describe the ambiguity and offer examples of alternate interpretations.

Keep the language in the issue precise and formal. Try to avoid the use of idioms, slang, or pejorative expressions.

State each issue as if it is a new issue. For example, do not say, “The pointer is still not initialized.” Rather, create a new issue and state, “The pointer is not initialized.”

State the bottom line as early as possible, and be consistent across issues with respect to the format of the Description, so that Mission Project personnel reviewing issues can become familiar with the format of the issues.

For Severity 4 TIMs, the contents of this field should be brief. That is -- does this give the
developer enough information to understand the issue and IV&V enough information to close it?

2.1.3 References

The “References” field exists primarily to communicate to the mission project the corresponding Mission Project artifacts that support identification of the issue.

This field should reference the appropriate Mission Project artifacts and include corresponding ID #s and text (e.g., requirement # and requirement text, or design section # and text). This field is a mandatory field by design and provides the following benefits:

- Provides for consistency of reference information collection across projects; this information is critical for projects in understanding where the underlying issue resides and provides supportive information for the issue.
- Reduction of rework by the IV&V project to correct any errors previously identified in this area;
- Reduction in QA time performing reviews of issue(s) as this common error is now addressed and will not have to be documented anymore;
- Applies continuous improvement back to the IV&V program by reducing the overall number of errors found in the description and increasing the quality of TIMs being submitted.

For Severity 4 TIMs, the contents of this field should be brief.

2.1.4 Method

The “Method” field exists to link the technical issue with the catalog method from the Catalog of Methods that was employed when the original issue was found.

The methods available for each project are limited to the ones referenced in the project’s Technical Scope and Rigor document available to all IV&V through the following COMPASS link: https://compass.ivv.nasa.gov/

If a method that was not part of the original TS&R is used, select the “Other; See Comments” option, and indicate the method ID and title in the Comments field.

If the TIM is not a result of method-based analysis, then select the “Non Method Analysis – See Comments” option, and indicate how the TIM was found in the Comments field.

2.1.5 IV&V Severity

Each TIM should have a severity assigned to it based upon the IV&V Program definition of severity (included in Section 5.0 of this document). The “IV&V Severity” field plays an important role in the communication with the Mission Project and in the development of IV&V Program metrics; thus it is important to correctly document the “IV&V Severity” field.

It is also important to note that the severity of an issue can change throughout its lifetime. Changes can occur due to changes in the system (e.g., a Severity 3 issue written against a component may increase to a 2 or a 1 following an architectural redesign), or due to acquiring more knowledge about the system. For example, a Severity 2 error may be reduced to a Severity 3 error when the Mission Project provides additional information to the IV&V Team that shows that the issue is not a Severity 2.
The severity should be congruent with the impact statement in the “Impact of Issue” field. That is, the impact statement should provide the rationale for the severity score.

As noted at the beginning of Section 2.0, Severity 5 TIMs are not required. Issues can be downgraded from a higher severity (typically Severity 4) down to a Severity 5 issue based on new information that is discovered.

Other severity information (e.g., project-specific severity information) may be included in a customized Project Fields tab in the Resolve issue tracking repository. However, that is an addition above and beyond the minimum required fields, and it does not serve as a replacement for the “IV&V Severity” field.

2.1.6 Impact

The “Impact” field provides the rationale for the assigned severity, and is therefore essential. When writing Impact Statements, the TIM author should consider the following questions as guidelines:

- How does this defect affect the next step in the development of the system?
  - The goal in the answer to this question is to help the developer understand the impacts of this defect on the system development. It helps provide the developer with some near-term focus and allows them to see how the defect affects their future development efforts.
- If left uncorrected, what is the most impactful negative consequence that can reasonably be projected to occur?
  - The question provides the developer with insight into the realization of the defect as a failure in the system. The answer should discuss a realistic scenario in which the defect may be realized as a failure.

Although IV&V Severity ratings aren’t accompanied with an explicit likelihood assessment, the probability that the stated impact will be realized should be reasonable and defendable. If a multi-fault scenario is described, the impact should reflect, and demonstrate IV&V’s understanding of the fault tolerance requirements of the system.

Sound engineering judgment should be applied when determining IV&V Severity and developing Impact Statements. The goal of this assessment is to understand and communicate the negative consequence of the issue if not corrected by the developer on both the development of the system as well as the operation of the system. Plausibility of the asserted impact is critical, as it conveys IV&V’s system understanding and convinces the developers of the nature of the issue and the need to correct it.

The Impact statements should describe a logical flow that not only explains what can happen, but explains how the system may reach this state. It is not sufficient to simply state that the system fails.

As noted in Section 2.1.5, IV&V Severity, the operational portion of the Impact Statement should be congruent with the assigned IV&V Severity as described in Section 5.0, IV&V Severity Definitions, of this document. The Impact Statement should provide sufficient rationale for the severity assigned when congruency to the definitions is not clear.
For efficiency, Severity 4 TIMs' Impact Statements should simply be a copy of the description provided in the IV&V Severity level definition table in Section 5.0, without elaboration on those details. Brief alternate text is acceptable for the rare cases when the rationale for Severity 4 does not fit definition text.

2.1.7 Technical Framework (IVV 09-1) Version

This field is the current version of the IVV 09-1 Independent Verification and Validation Technical Framework System Level Procedure (SLP) the IV&V project is currently adhering to when the analysis that results in the issue is performed. This is the version referenced in the IV&V Project Execution Plan and mapped to in the project’s Technical Scope and Rigor document.

2.1.8 Technical Framework Level 1 Objective

This field is the top level objective of the NASA IV&V Technical Framework IVV 09-1 the TIM relates to. For example, for version “O” of the IV&V Technical Framework the work breakdown structure choices would include the following:

1. Management and Planning
2. Verify and Validate Concept Documentation
3. Verify and Validate Requirements
4. Verify and Validate Test Documentation
5. Verify and Validate Design
6. Verify and Validate Implementation
7. Verify and Validate Operations and Maintenance Content

This value will change based on what version of the technical framework the project is adhering to.

It is possible that the TIM is not the result of IV&V Technical Framework based analysis. If this is the case, the “Non-Technical Framework Analysis” option should be selected.

2.1.9 Technical Framework Level 2 Objective

This field states which sub-objective the issue relates to. For example, for version “O” of the IVV 09-1 IV&V Technical Framework if an analyst is working on 4.0 Verify and Validate Test Documentation then the selections would be the following:

4.1 Ensure that the planned tests are sufficient to: <see below for 4.1.1 through 4.1.5 - TF Level 3 Objective>

4.2 Ensure that valid relationships are defined between the Test Plans, Designs, Cases, and Procedures for test types and documents subject to IV&V test analysis.

4.3 Ensure that the planned regression testing to be performed when changes are made to any previously examined software products is sufficient to identify any unintended side effects or impacts of the change on other aspects of the system.

4.4 Ensure that any simulations are sufficiently complete, correct, and accurate to perform the intended testing.

4.5 Ensure that the Test Cases under analysis specify the correct test inputs, predicted results, and sets of execution conditions necessary to satisfy their intended test objectives.
(covering both nominal and off-nominal conditions).

4.6 Ensure that the Test Procedures under analysis specify the correct sequence of actions necessary for the execution of the tests to satisfy their intended test objectives.

4.7 Ensure that the Test Designs under analysis correctly specify the details of the test approach for the covered software feature or combination of software features and identify the associated tests.

4.8 Ensure that the test environment is sufficiently complete, correct, and accurate to perform the intended testing.

2.1.10 Technical Framework Level 3 Objective

The Technical framework level three objective states which sub-level 3 objective the issue relates to. For example, for version “O” of the IVV 09-1 Technical Framework if an analyst is performing 4.1 of Verify and Validate Test Documentation then these would be the options available:

4.1.1 Ensure that the software correctly implements system and software requirements in an operational environment under nominal and off-nominal conditions.

4.1.2 Ensure that the complete, integrated system complies with its specified system requirements allocated to software and to validate whether the system meets its original objectives.

4.1.3 Ensure that the software meets all of the (in-scope) software requirements and is ready to be integrated with system hardware.

4.1.4 Ensure that the software correctly implements the software requirements and design as each software component (e.g., units or modules) is incrementally integrated with each other.

4.1.5 Ensure that the software components (e.g., units, source code modules) correctly implement software component requirements.

This field is automatically populated by Resolve based on which Technical Framework Level 2 Objective was chosen.

2.1.11 Capability

This field is used to indicate the system capability or capabilities that would be impacted by the issue if manifested. This is currently implemented by a multi-select field in Resolve. If more than one capability would be affected, select each affected capability.

2.1.12 Issue Category/Type

The intent of these fields is to gain a better understanding of the types of defects being found in the performance of IV&V analysis. “Issue Category” is defined as high level (Concept, Requirements, Design, Code, Test, Operations and Maintenance (O&M)) categories. “Issue Type” is the specific type of issue defect found. In Resolve, “Issue Type” is automatically filtered based on the “Issue Category” field. The listing of issue types can be found in Resolve.

Any changes to issue category/types go through an approval process and subsequently are
updated in Resolve and communicated to the IV&V community.

2.1.13 Phase Introduced

This field should capture the development life-cycle phase of the project, at the CSCI level (or similar), when the issue was first introduced. Phase introduced fields include the following: concept, requirements, design, implementation, test and operations and maintenance phases. To accurately fill out this field, some root cause analysis is required. Ask, “Did this problem originate somewhere other than where I found it?” For example, a design defect may have been caused by missing or ambiguous requirements. If a design defect is found, check the associated requirements to determine if this is the case, and if so, the phase introduced value should be “Requirements.” Additionally, a defect may be found in the testing phase where a test procedure incorrectly tests a behavior of a function as stated in the requirements. Further analysis performed revealed that the function was incorrectly identified in the requirements. Therefore, the phase introduced would be “requirements.” This field, along with Phase Found is also used to determine “phase containment” metrics for the IV&V Metrics Data.

2.1.14 Phase Found

This field should capture the development life-cycle phase of the project, at the Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) level (or similar), when IV&V first identified the issue. Examples of Phase found fields include the following: concept, requirements, design, implementation, test and operations and maintenance phases. Ask, “What phase of development is the CSCI currently in?” For example, if the CSCI is in the testing phase and you identify a requirement is not being fully tested in the test procedure, the phase found would be testing. The operations and maintenance phase is as the name implies once the project has completed all of the other lifecycles and is currently in functioning mode. This field, along with Phase Introduced is also used to determine “phase containment” metrics for the IV&V Metrics Data.

2.1.15 Recommended Actions

The “Recommended Actions” field communicates closure expectations to the Mission Project. The field should state what needs to happen to move the issue to the closed state. It is not a place to state what the IV&V Team did to close the issue, as that information should go in the “Resolution Chronology” field.

Although the goal is to provide a statement of what needs to be done to close the issue, the statement should not provide a complete solution to the problem. This can be a difficult task. The goal is to provide possible courses of action without specifying exactly “how” to the Mission Project.

For Severity 4 TIMs, the contents of this field should be brief.

2.1.16 Resolution Chronology and Comments

After a TIM leaves the Draft state, rationale for significant updates to the TIM shall be captured in either the “Comments” or the “Resolution Chronology” field. Determining which field to document in is dependent upon whether or not the issue has reached the “Submitted” state yet.
The Comments field is to be used to capture all comments and suggested changes generated during the formal peer review and PM review before the issue gets to “Submitted”. Not all transitions before “Submitted” are required to be logged in the “Comments” field.

The “Resolution Chronology” field shall be used to document all changes to a TIM once the issue has reached the “Submitted” state (in Resolve, the “Resolution Chronology” field is not available until the TIM has reached the “Submitted” state).

The goal is to include rationale for each change in a TIM. This is important whether the change is to the “State” or to some other field. For example: If the IV&V Team finds that the initial IV&V Severity of an issue was not correct and updates the IV&V Severity, an entry should be made in the “Resolution Chronology” (assuming the TIM has been submitted) field denoting why the IV&V Severity was changed.

Entries in the “Resolution Chronology” and “Comments” field should be clear and concise. Entries should minimally note why the TIM is being updated and how the TIM is changed. Reference the level of detail required in Confluence or at the following ECM location: Enterprise/IV&V OFFICE/TQ&E/01 - Guidance Documents/ Resolution Chronology and Comments.docx

For example: An entry about changing an issue’s state may read, “After reviewing the newly updated requirements document, XXX-XXX-YY, the corrective action has been completed and the issue has been moved to the ‘Closed’ state.”

Differences between “Resolution Chronology” and “Comments”: By default, “Comments” are only visible to “internal” IV&V personnel. So a Mission Project point of contact would be able to see any “Resolution Chronology” entries, but NOT any “Comments” entries.

Also note that in Resolve, the “Resolution Chronology” and “Comments” fields are logging fields, and therefore entries cannot be edited.

2.1.17 Duplicate Issue

If it is known for certain that the Mission Project also found this issue, then select “Yes”. If it is known for certain that the Mission Project did not find this issue, then select “No”. If unsure, leave this field blank.

2.1.18 Count

If this TIM is being used to capture more than one issue, then indicate the total number of issues in the “Count” field. For example, if you chose to write a single TIM with 17 instances of the issue, then the “Count” field should be 17. Once a TIM has been “Submitted”, the “Count” field should not be modified.

The following are questions that should be answered when considering whether or not to combine issues using the “Count” field:

1. Does the issue exist across multiple artifacts?
2. Are the issues more than one IV&V severity level?
3. Are the issues substantially different from one another?

If the answer is “Yes” to any of these questions then these issues should not be combined.
While a specific numerical limit has not been established for the Count Field, it should be noted that issues with multiple counts have metrics and issue resolution impacts. Therefore, before utilizing the “count” field functionality take extra care to ensure each usage of the instance represented by the multiple counts is accurately depicted. Also consider whether or not the IV&V team will take action to verify closure of the multiple issues captured in the TIM. If so, consider the impacts if the developer does not correct all of the issues in a single release of the common artifact. Finally, the presence of multiple instances of an issue may be indicative of a broader, systemic risk which may be a more appropriate way (i.e., external risk) to address the concern.

See also Section 3.11, Closed.

2.1.19 Reason for Return to Draft

Entry into this field is only required when an issue is being returned to Draft from the Ready for PM Review state. The PM is required to select one of the “Reason for Return to Draft” issue categories. A detailed listing of the “Reason for Return to Draft” fields is located in Confluence and also at the following location under ECM:

Enterprise/IV&V OFFICE/TQ&E/01 - Guidance Documents/
Reason for Return to Draft Categories and Guidance.docx

In some cases additional information is required to be captured in the comments. See also Section 2.1.16, Resolution Chronology and Comments, for a listing of the additional information required.

2.2 Customized Fields

Additional information may be included in a customized Project Fields tab in the Resolve repository. These fields are specific to each project and may only be included via a request to the SWAT team. These fields contain information that may be relevant to the Project or IV&V Project team, but are not required or tracked facility-wide.

2.2.1 Defer Issue

One specific customized field is the Defer Issue field. The Defer Issue is used to note an issue where the Development project will not be addressing the issue any time soon (up to a year or longer possibly) due to factors such as the overall planned duration of certain project phases or the project has been re-baselined in a manner such that the issue is valid for a later scheduled release. The Defer Issue field allows IV&V to continue to track valid issues that will not be addressed short term without negatively impacting standard project metrics collection.

An issue can be deferred at any state in the current IV&V TIM state machine. To defer an issue, the Defer Issue field must be set to “True” and the following information provided:

1. Reminder date must be entered to define when Resolve will send the first Reminder e-mail notification.
2. Reminder User defines the Resolve user(s) to receive the reminder e-mail notification.
3. Reminder Note defines why the related issue has a Reminder.
While the Defer Issue is set true, the issue may not be moved to a different state. Additionally, while the Defer Issue is set true, the issue will not be included in the standard project metrics collection.

### 3.0 General Guidelines for Dispositioning a TIM

As noted earlier, it is important to disposition each TIM correctly. The state in which the TIM resides affects the metrics that the IV&V Program uses internally and the metrics that it presents to the Agency. The goal of this section is to provide some general guidelines about dispositioning TIMs. All TIMs originate in the Draft state. Once the TIM is formulated and deemed valid by the originator, the TIM is subjected to peer and approval reviews. Sections 3.1 – 3.2 discuss the Draft state and the review states in more detail. Once the reviews are completed and the determination is made that the TIM is valid, the TIM will be transitioned to the “Ready to Submit” or “Submitted” state. These states are described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Prior to the “Submitted” state, there are two final states: “Not An Issue” and “Closed Before Submitted”. These states are further discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

If the originator or reviewers determine that a drafted TIM is Severity 5 prior to reaching the “Submitted” state, the TIM should be transitioned to the “Not An Issue” state.

Beyond the “Submitted” state, there are five final states and one transitional state. The “To Be Verified” state is the transitional state and is described in detail in Section 3.7. The final states include: “Not To Be Verified”, “Closed”, “Project Accepts Risk”, “In Dispute”, and “Withdrawn.” It is possible to move a TIM out of the “Not To Be Verified”, “In Dispute”, and “Project Accepts Risk” states, but for the purposes of this discussion, they are considered final states. All of these states can only be reached once a TIM has been submitted to the Mission Project. By this point, each TIM should have received some attention from the Mission Project. It is important to understand what each of these states means and when to move a TIM to a given state. Each state is discussed in more detail in Sections 3.8 – 3.12.

IV&V projects are allowed discretion as to whether Severity 4 TIMs should be verified or not. IV&V project managers are ultimately responsible for this determination. Multiple factors may influence the decision to verify or not verify the resolution of a Severity 4 TIM. In determining whether or not to verify the resolution of a Severity 4 TIM, the IV&V PM shall consider the resource impact to IV&V and balance that with the expected value that will come from verifying resolution by the Project. The IV&V PM should maintain awareness that the presence of a large number of related Severity 4 issues could indicate a larger, systemic issue or process breakdown and may present the aggregate implication of these issues as a risk to the project.

#### 3.1 Draft

All TIMs originate in the Draft state. An issue in the “Draft” state is still being formulated. It may or may not have passed through internal review states such as “Ready for Peer Review”.

#### 3.2 Review States

There are a number of review states that may or may not be visited between the time when an issue is “Draft” and when the issue is “Submitted” to the Mission Project or transitioned to a final state. These review states are intended to indicate responsibility for reviewing the content and quality of the
issue. Currently these review states include: “Ready for Peer Review”, “Ready for Severity 1 & 2 Review”, and “Ready for PM Review”. When a “Draft” issue is ready for internal review, the issue should be transitioned to the next possible review state. All of the review states other than “Ready for Severity 1 & 2 Review” are initiated by the reviewer whereas the “Severity 1 & 2 Review” state is an automatic state that Resolve places severity level 1 & 2 issues in once the issue is transitioned out of the “Ready for PM Review” state. In this “Severity 1 & 2 Review” state an email notification is sent to the TQ&E Lead and the IVVO Lead to review the issue for content. If the issue content is approved then the issue is automatically sent to the “Ready to Submit” state. If the issue is not approved then the issue is placed in the “Draft” state. When the PM returns the issue to Draft state, the PM must choose a reason from the “Reason for Return to Draft” field. See section 2.1.19, Reason for Return to Draft, for more details. Details are required to be input into the Comments field per section 2.1.16, Resolution Chronology and Comments.

For Severity 4 TIMs, the review should be simplified and should focus on verifying that the correct severity has been chosen, i.e., that we are not mistakenly dealing with a higher (or lower) severity issue. IV&V projects should allow the IV&V Project Lead or a Team Lead to perform this assessment given that they are closer to the analysis and are better positioned to perform this review than the IV&V Project Manager.

3.3 Ready to Submit

There are two reasons an issue should be placed in the “Ready to Submit” state.

Issues are placed in this state automatically by the Resolve repository after a severity 1 or 2 issue has left the severity 1 & 2 Review state after being approved by the IVVO Lead and TQ&E Lead for submittal to the project.

Additionally, the state could be used as a staging area to collect a number of TIMs to be submitted as a set before being submitted together.

Note: At no point should an issue be languishing for an extended or indefinite period of time in the “Ready to Submit” state. Activity is expected to be reported on every issue.

3.4 Submitted

A “Submitted” issue has been communicated to the Mission Project. Once the Mission Project has responded with appropriate resolution plans, corrections or information that IV&V accepts, the TIM should be transitioned into the appropriate state.

3.5 Not An Issue

“Not An Issue” is used for invalid issues that have not been submitted to the Mission Project. If at any point during formulation or peer review of the issue, the issue is deemed invalid, then “Not An Issue” is the appropriate state.

3.6 Closed Before Submitted

This state is used when the Mission Project has fixed the issue PRIOR to IV&V’s submitting the issue. For example, suppose IV&V has identified a missing requirement in Rev A of an SRS. While the issue is still being formulated or peer reviewed, Rev B of the SRS is released, and IV&V confirms
that Rev B contains the missing requirement, resolving IV&V’s issue. The issue would be moved to “Closed Before Submitted”, indicating that the issue was valid, even though it was never communicated to the Mission Project.

3.7 To Be Verified

If the Mission Project has agreed that the issue is valid and there is an acceptable resolution identified, and IV&V intends to confirm the fix after it has been implemented, then the issue should be transitioned to “To Be Verified”. Once the IV&V Team has verified the proposed resolution has been implemented, the TIM should be transitioned out of “To Be Verified” and into the “Closed” state. If the proposed resolution was not completely or correctly implemented, then the TIM should remain in the “To Be Verified” state and the Resolution Chronology updated to reflect the conclusions of the IV&V team’s verification activity. The IV&V Team should then inform the Mission Project of the status of the TIM.

3.8 Not To Be Verified

Only TIMs of Severity 4 and 5 should be placed in this state. The IV&V Team uses this state when the Mission Project understands the issue documented in the TIM and may or may not fix the issue. However, due to the low severity, the IV&V Team is not going to evaluate the artifact to see if the fix has actually been made. If the severity of a TIM changes to something other than a 4 or a 5, then the TIM should be moved out of this state and back to the “To Be Verified” state.

For Severity 4 TIMs that proceed through the “Not To Be Verified” state, upon acknowledgement by the Mission Project that the Severity 4 TIM is valid (including its severity), the TIM can be transitioned to “Not To Be Verified” state. No further tracking is done at this point for such TIMs.

Any Severity 5 TIM that has reached “Submitted” state should be transitioned to “Not To Be Verified” state once the Mission Project acknowledges they received the TIM; they do not have to concur that the TIM is valid. No further tracking is done at this point for such TIMs.

Acknowledgement by the Mission Project can be any response of receipt (e.g., verbal, email, etc.); document the acknowledgement in the Resolution Chronology field.

Also consider communicating informally to the Mission Project’s Software Quality Assurance (SQA) representative any Severity 5 TIMs downgraded from a higher severity, as Severity 5 issues may indicate process breakdowns.

3.9 Project Accepts Risk

The IV&V Team moves an issue to this state when the Mission Project has chosen to not address the issue directly and instead agrees to accept the associated residual risk, and IV&V agrees with that decision. This state is only applicable to TIMs of severity 3 and 4. Higher severity TIMs (Severity 1 or 2) that the Mission Project is choosing not to address should use a different state, such as “In Dispute.”

While the Mission Project is not required to track the issue/risk in its risk tracking system, the IV&V Team should consider recommending Mission Project risk tracking for all severity 3 TIMs in the “Project Accepts Risk” state to facilitate awareness for project management and review boards at each major milestone decision point.

From this state a TIM can only move to the “In Dispute” or “To Be Verified” states. The TIM may
change states due to changes in severity or in the Mission Project's intent to correct the issue rather than accept the risk.

3.10 Withdrawn

This state is used when the IV&V Team and the Mission Project both agree that the issue documented in the submitted TIM is not valid. Generally, this occurs when the Mission Project presents additional information that the IV&V Team did not have during its initial analysis. For this reason (and other potential reasons), placing a TIM in the Withdrawn state is not necessarily viewed negatively. “Withdrawn” is considered a non-impact state (see Section 1.3 above), because the TIM did not result in any changes or acceptance of risk by the Mission Project. Issues of any severity can be placed in the “Withdrawn” state.

3.11 Closed

This state is used when the Mission Project accepts an issue and responds to the issue with a specific correction to resolve the issue or a change that results in the issue being “Overcome by the Events” and the IV&V Team verifies the correction or change is correct and complete. Determining whether a TIM should be closed can sometimes be difficult. This difficulty can be exacerbated by TIMs that have multiple counts or are based on a number of repeat occurrences in an artifact. With regard to multiple counts being used, be sure to refer to the appropriate sections of this document to ensure that each count actually represents a separate issue of the identical severity. Before submitting an issue with multiple counts, it is imperative that the IV&V team discuss and have a plan for how to disposition and track the issue if only some counts may be fixed while leaving others unfixed. If there is significant possibility of being in a “partial closure” situation, it is recommended that multiple issues be used instead of the counts field. If an issue is a single count, but is based on a number of essentially identical artifact defects, it is important for the IV&V team to have decided, before submission, how many of the instances must be accepted and fixed for the issue to be closed. In most cases, it is unrealistic to expect all instances to be fixed. Consideration should be given to how many instances aggregate to support the severity. This is important to avoid the situation where instances are corrected, and the IV&V team is faced with downgrading the severity. Instead, the severity should be maintained, and the issue closed. If some important level of “residual” issue remains, the IV&V team may open a new issue that has the lower severity. To the extent possible, this up-front thought should be captured in the TIM Recommended Actions so both the project and IV&V is clear on what constitutes acceptable closure of the issue.

3.12 In Dispute

This state is used when the IV&V Team and the Mission Project disagree about whether or not the issue documented in the TIM is valid, or when the IV&V Team and the Mission Project disagree about a proposed or implemented resolution to the TIM. In the case where the Mission Project agrees that a severity 3 issue is valid but does not agree to accepting the risk and documenting the rationale or correcting the issue, and the IV&V Team feels that not doing so is unacceptable, then “In Dispute” is appropriate, and the issue can remain in this state indefinitely.

4.0 Summary

The information captured in Resolve is used by both the NASA IV&V Projects and the NASA IV&V
Program. The IV&V Projects use the data to communicate their issues to the Mission Projects. The IV&V Program uses the data in Resolve to demonstrate the Program’s effectiveness through the Agency Metrics Report and also various Agency briefings in which effect on the Agency is discussed (e.g., the IV&V Board of Advisors meeting).

The information contained in a TIM should be sufficient for an external reviewer to understand the issue and its disposition from conception to final resolution. The information must be complete to allow for “defendability” of the issue and its characteristics (e.g., severity, impact to project, etc.) at any point in the issue’s life cycle.

For more information, discussion, or assistance in using this document, see the Technical Quality and Excellence (TQ&E) Lead.

5.0 IV&V Severity Definitions

TIM severity is assigned a numerical value ranging 1-5 based on the definitions in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Capability Affected</th>
<th>Success Criteria</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Cost &amp; Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Catastrophic</td>
<td>Loss of an essential capability OR Complete loss of mission critical asset</td>
<td>Inability to achieve minimum mission success criteria</td>
<td>Causes loss of life or injury</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Degradation of an essential capability OR Damage/destruction to mission asset which affects performance</td>
<td>Impact to the accomplishment of a mission objective</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Essential capability not tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Degradation of system dependability OR Loss of a non-essential capability</td>
<td>Impact to the accomplishment of extended/optional mission objectives</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Essential capability inadequately tested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Minor

Degradation of a non-essential capability | N/A | N/A | Non-essential capability inadequately tested | Defect impacting maintainability of current mission or reuse on future missions

Communications Or Editorial

Defect impacting documentation and communication clarity and poses no risk to the Mission Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Degradation of a non-essential capability</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Non-essential capability inadequately tested</th>
<th>Defect impacting maintainability of current mission or reuse on future missions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Communications Or Editorial</td>
<td>Defect impacting documentation and communication clarity and poses no risk to the Mission Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 – IV&V Severity Definitions

Note that the severity definitions convey concepts to cover a broad range of situations or conditions. Due to the diversity of Projects not all definitions may apply directly. Further clarification of some terms used in the above table is provided as follows:

- **Capability** – the action or reaction of the system desired to satisfy a mission objective
  - Essential Capability - what the system must be capable of doing in order to achieve minimum mission success
  - Non-Essential Capability – a capability that is not specifically required to achieve minimum mission success

- **System Dependability** – Probability that a computer or other system will perform its intended functions in its specified environment without significant degradation.

- **Mission Success**:
  - Minimum Mission Success Criteria/Objective – a primary goal of the mission. Inability to meet a primary goal will result in mission failure
  - Mission Objective – a goal of the mission that is desired but not considered minimum mission success criteria
  - Extended/Optional Mission Objective – an extension of a goal of the mission (an objective related to a system component or functionality which may be depended on by an essential or non-essential capability), not considered a mission success criteria

- **Loss** – An inability to function or perform as needed to meet an objective
  - Loss of Essential Capability or mission critical asset will lead to inability to achieve minimum success criteria (mission failure)
  - Loss of Non-Essential Capability will lead to inability to achieve extended/optional mission objective (failure of functionality that is system or component dependent or part of non-essential capability, but will not result in mission failure)

- **Degradation** – A gradual impairment in ability to perform one or more functions.[1]
  - Meets minimum success criteria
May no longer meet one or more Mission or Extended/Optional Mission Objectives

NOTE: Maintain awareness that the presence of a large number of related Severity 4 issues could indicate a larger, systemic issue

[1] NASA-STD 8709.22, Safety and Mission Assurance Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Definitions
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